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Pulse and Digital Circuits Pearson Education India Pulse and Digital Circuits
is designed to cater to the needs of undergraduate students of electronics
and communication engineering. Written in a lucid, student-friendly style,
it covers key topics in the area of pulse and digital circuits. This is an
introductory text that discusses the basic concepts involved in the design,
operation and analysis of waveshaping circuits. The book includes a
preliminary chapter that reviews the concepts needed to understand the
subject matter. Each concept in the book is accompanied by selfexplanatory circuit diagrams. Interspersed with numerous solved
problems, the text presents detailed analysis of key concepts.
Multivibrators and sweep generators are covered in great detail in the
book. Circuits and Networks Analysis and Synthesis McGraw-Hill Science,
Engineering & Mathematics Part of the McGraw-Hill Core Concepts in
Electrical Engineering Series,Circuits and Networks: Analysis and
Synthesisis designed as a textbook for an introductory circuits course at
the intermediate undergraduate level. The book may also be appealing to a
non-major survey course in electrical engineering course as well. A primary
goal inCircuits and Networksis to establish a ﬁrm understanding of the
basic laws of electrical circuits, and to provide students with a working
knowledge of the commonly used methods of analysis in electrical
engineering. This is a concise, less expensive alternative. This series is
edited by Dick Dorf. Basics of Hepatobiliary Interventions Springer Nature
This book covers interventional treatments (minimally invasive therapies)
for the management of various hepato-biliary disorders and the
complications arising due to liver cirrhosis and portal hypertension. Given
that interventional radiology and hepato-biliary interventions are
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comparatively new, very little literature is available on them. This book
addresses that gap and oﬀers practitioners and trainees a guide to the
management of various hepato-biliary disorders requiring radiological
interventions. The content addresses both non-vascular and vascular
procedures. The respective chapters cover various procedures, such as
image guided diagnostic tissue sampling (FNA and biopsies), guided liver
abscess and biliary drainage procedures, liver tumor ablation, intra-arterial
and intravenous techniques for the management of vascular diseases of
the liver and portal hypertension, variceal bleeds and tumor management.
Last but not the least, detailed chapters on interventions for post liver
transplant complications are also included. The book is chieﬂy intended for
practicing interventional radiologists, as well as fellows and trainees in
interventional radiology courses. NETWORK ANALYSIS-JNTU 4E Tata
McGraw-Hill Education This book on Network Analysis has been designed
keeping in mind the students who take up this foundation course in their
ﬁrst semester at JNTU. Focused coverage of syllabus, variety of solved
problems from previous years question papers and right level of theory
makes this book very student friendly. Circuits and Networks Analysis and
Synthesis Network Analysis & Synthesis (Including Linear System Analysis)
New Age International This Book Has Been Designed As A Basic Text For
Undergraduate Students Of Electrical, Electronics And Communication And
Computer Engineering. In A Systematic And Friendly Manner, The Book
Explains Not Only The Fundamental Concepts Like Circuit Elements,
Kirchhoﬀ S Laws, Network Equations And Resonance, But Also The
Relatively Advanced Topics Like State Variable Analysis, Modern Filters,
Active Rc Filters And Sensitivity Considerations.Salient Features * Basic
Circuit Elements, Time And Periodic Signals And Diﬀerent Types Of
Systems Deﬁned And Explained. * Network Reduction Techniques And
Source Transformation Discussed. * Network Theorems Explained Using
Typical Examples. * Solution Of Networks Using Graph Theory Discussed. *
Analysis Of First Order, Second Order Circuits And A Perfect Transform
Using Diﬀerential Equations Discussed. * Theory And Application Of Fourier
And Laplace Transforms Discussed In Detail. * Interconnections Of Two-Port
Networks And Their Performance In Terms Of Their Poles And Zeros
Emphasised. * Both Foster And Cauer Forms Of Realisation Explained In
Network Synthesis. * Classical And Modern Filter Theory Explained. * ZTransform For Discrete Systems Explained. * Analogous Systems And Spice
Discussed. * Numerous Solved Examples And Practice Problems For A
Thorough Graph Of The Subject. * A Huge Question Bank Of Multiple Choice
Questions With Answers Exhaustively Covering The Topics Discussed.With
All These Features, The Book Would Be Extremely Useful Not Only For
Undergraduate Engineering Students But Also For Amie And Gate
Candidates And Practising Engineers. Dilip Kumar The Substance and the
Shadow Hay House, Inc An authentic, heartfelt and compelling narrative –
straight from the horse’s mouth – that reveals for the ﬁrst time numerous
unknown aspects of the life and times of one of the greatest legends of all
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time who stands out as a symbol of secular India. Dilip Kumar (born as
Yousuf Khan), who began as a diﬃdent novice in Hindi cinema in the early
1940s, went on to attain the pinnacle of stardom within a short time. He
came up with spellbinding performances in one hit ﬁlm after another – in
his almost six-decade-long career – on the basis of his innovative
capability, determination, hard work and never-say-die attitude. In this
unique volume, Dilip Kumar traces his journey right from his birth to the
present. In the process, he candidly recounts his interactions and
relationships with a wide variety of people not only from his family and the
ﬁlm fraternity but also from other walks of life, including politicians. While
seeking to set the record straight, as he feels that a lot of what has been
written about him so far is ‘full of distortions and misinformation’, he
narrates, in graphic detail, how he got married to Saira Banu, which reads
like a fairy tale! Dilip Kumar relates, matter-of-factly, the event that
changed his life: his meeting with Devika Rani, the boss of Bombay Talkies,
when she oﬀered him an acting job. His ﬁrst ﬁlm was Jwar Bhata (1944). He
details how he had to learn everything from scratch and how he had to
develop his own distinct histrionics and style, which would set him apart
from his contemporaries. After that, he soon soared to great heights with
movies such as Jugnu, Shaheed, Mela, Andaz, Deedar, Daag and Devdas. In
these movies he played the tragedian with such intensity that his psyche
was adversely aﬀected. He consulted a British psychiatrist, who advised
him to switch over to comedy. The result was spectacular performances in
laugh riots such as Azaad and Kohinoor, apart from a scintillating portrayal
as a gritty tonga driver in Naya Daur. After a ﬁve-year break he started his
‘second innings’ with Kranti (1981), after which he appeared in a series of
hits such as Vidhaata, Shakti, Mashaal, Karma, Saudagar and Qila. Recent
Advances in Mechanical Engineering Select Proceedings of RAME 2020
Springer Nature This book presents the select proceedings of the second
International Conference on Recent Advances in Mechanical Engineering
(RAME 2020). The topics covered include aerodynamics and ﬂuid
mechanics, automation, automotive engineering, composites, ceramics and
polymers processing, computational mechanics, failure and fracture
mechanics, friction, tribology and surface engineering, heating and
ventilation, air conditioning system, industrial engineering, IC engines,
turbomachinery and alternative fuels, machinability and formability of
materials, mechanisms and machines, metrology and computer-aided
inspection, micro- and nano-mechanics, modelling, simulation and
optimization, product design and development, rapid manufacturing
technologies and prototyping, solid mechanics and structural mechanics,
thermodynamics and heat transfer, traditional and non-traditional
machining processes, vibration and acoustics. The book also discusses
various energy-eﬃcient renewable and non-renewable resources and
technologies, strategies and technologies for sustainable development and
energy & environmental interaction. The book is a valuable reference for
beginners, researchers, and professionals interested in sustainable
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construction and allied ﬁelds. The Accidental Prime Minister The Making
and Unmaking of Manmohan Singh Penguin UK When The Accidental Prime
Minister was published in 2014, it created a storm and became the
publishing sensation of the year. The Prime Minister’s Oﬃce called the
book a work of ‘ﬁction’, the press hailed it as a revelatory account of Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh’s ﬁrst term in UPA. Written by Singh’s media
adviser and trusted aide, the book describes Singh’s often troubled
relations with his ministers, his cautious equation with Sonia Gandhi and
how he handled the big crises from managing the Left to pushing through
the nuclear deal. Insightful, acute and packed with political anecdotes, The
Accidental Prime Minister is one of the great insider accounts of Indian
political life. Proceedings of International Conference on Advances in
Computing Springer Science & Business Media This is the ﬁrst International
Conference on Advances in Computing (ICAdC-2012). The scope of the
conference includes all the areas of New Theoretical Computer Science,
Systems and Software, and Intelligent systems. Conference Proceedings is
a culmination of research results, papers and the theory related to all the
three major areas of computing mentioned above. Helps budding
researchers, graduates in the areas of Computer Science, Information
Science, Electronics, Telecommunication, Instrumentation, Networking to
take forward their research work based on the reviewed results in the
paper by mutual interaction through e-mail contacts in the proceedings.
Social Transformation – Digital Way 52nd Annual Convention of the
Computer Society of India, CSI 2017, Kolkata, India, January 19-21, 2018,
Revised Selected Papers Springer This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 52nd Annual Convention of the Computer Society of
India, CSI 2017, held in Kolkata, India, in January 2018. The 59 revised
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 157
submissions. The theme of CSI 2017, Social Transformation – Digital Way,
was selected to highlight the importance of technology for both central and
state governments at their respective levels to achieve doorstep
connectivity with its citizens. The papers are organized in the following
topical sections: Signal processing, microwave and communication
engineering; circuits and systems; data science and data analytics; bio
computing; social computing; mobile, nano, quantum computing; data
mining; security and forensics; digital image processing; and
computational intelligence. Cultural Contours of History and Archaeology:
Archaeology Pedarapu Chenna Reddy, born 1959, Indian archaeologist;
contributed articles. Network Analysis & Synthesis Technical Publications
The importance of network analysis and synthesis is well known in the
various engineering ﬁelds. The book provides comprehensive coverage of
the signals and network analysis, network functions and two port
networks, network synthesis and active ﬁlter design. The book is
structured to cover the key aspects of the course Network Analysis &
Synthesis. The book starts with explaining the various types of signals,
basic concepts of network analysis and transient analysis using classical
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approach. The Laplace transform plays an important role in the network
analysis. The chapter on Laplace transform includes properties of Laplace
transform and its application in the network analysis. The book includes
the discussion of network functions of one and two port networks. The
book covers the various aspects of two port network parameters along
with the conditions of symmetry and reciprocity. It also derives the
interrelationships between the two port network parameters. The network
synthesis starts with the realizability theory including Hurwitz polynomial,
properties of positive real functions, Sturm's theorem and maximum
modulus theorem. The book covers the various aspects of one port network
synthesis explaining the network synthesis of LC, RC, RL and RLC networks
using Foster and Cauer forms. Then it explains the elements of transfer
function synthesis. Finally, the book illustrates the active ﬁlter design.
Each chapter provides the detailed explanation of the topic, practical
examples and variety of solved problems. The explanations are given using
very simple and lucid language. All the chapters are arranged in a speciﬁc
sequence which helps to build the understanding of the subject in a logical
fashion. The book explains the philosophy of the subject which makes the
understanding of the concepts very clear and makes the subject more
interesting. The Art of Show Card Writing A Modern Treatise Covering All
Branches of the Art ... with One Hundred and Fifty-three Illustrations and
Thirty-two Lettering Plates, Comprising All the Standard Ancient and
Modern Styles Electronic Circuit Analysis Pearson Education India Heavy
Metals in Soils Trace Metals and Metalloids in Soils and their Bioavailability
Springer Science & Business Media This third edition of the book has been
completely re-written, providing a wider scope and enhanced coverage. It
covers the general principles of the natural occurrence, pollution sources,
chemical analysis, soil chemical behaviour and soil-plant-animal
relationships of heavy metals and metalloids, followed by a detailed
coverage of 21 individual elements, including: antimony, arsenic, barium,
cadmium, chromium, cobalt, copper, gold, lead, manganese, mercury,
molybdenum, nickel, selenium, silver, thallium, tin, tungsten, uranium,
vanadium and zinc. The book is highly relevant for those involved in
environmental science, soil science, geochemistry, agronomy,
environmental health, and environmental engineering, including specialists
responsible for the management and clean-up of contaminated land.
Emerging Technologies in Data Mining and Information Security
Proceedings of IEMIS 2018, Volume 3 Springer The book features research
papers presented at the International Conference on Emerging
Technologies in Data Mining and Information Security (IEMIS 2018) held at
the University of Engineering & Management, Kolkata, India, on February
23–25, 2018. It comprises high-quality research by academics and
industrial experts in the ﬁeld of computing and communication, including
full-length papers, research-in-progress papers, case studies related to all
the areas of data mining, machine learning, IoT and information security.
Crop Stress Management and Global Climate Change CABI Agriculture has
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shaped our planet into the world we know, but its continued success is
threatened by changing weather patterns. Climate change is a diverse,
multifactorial phenomenon and the agronomic strategies we employ to
combat its eﬀects need to be case-speciﬁc, with signiﬁcant regional
diﬀerences. With two major sections, the ﬁrst explaining the challenges
posed by climate change and the second reviewing the current research
avenues employed, this book combines detailed discussion of physiological
plant responses with practical experience on crop stress management and
breeding. Using a number of illustrative case studies, it discusses how the
stresses resulting from climate change could be overcome by assessing,
measuring and predicting environmental changes and stresses, and
identifying opportunities for adapting to multifactorial change. A global
eﬀort to combine climate change science with policy is desperately
needed. Climate change will continue to pose many challenges to
agriculture in the future but by taking an integrative approach to
predicting and adapting to change, this book will inspire researchers to
turn those challenges into opportunities. A Textbook of Fluid Mechanics
Firewall Media Inventory of Sanskrit Scholars Intelligent Human Computer
Interaction 11th International Conference, IHCI 2019, Allahabad, India,
December 12–14, 2019, Proceedings Springer Nature This volume
constitutes the proceedings of the 11th International Conference on
Intelligent Human Computer Interaction, IHCI 2019, held in Allahabad,
India, in December 2019. The 25 full papers presented in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from 73 submissions. The papers are
grouped in the following topics: EEG and other biological signal based
interactions; natural language, speech and dialogue processing; vision
based interactions; assistive living and rehabilitation; and applications of
HCI. Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering FEC 105 Basic Electrical
and Electronics Engineering The Oxford Handbook of the Indian
Constitution Oxford University Press The Indian Constitution is one of the
world's longest and most important political texts. Its birth, over six
decades ago, signalled the arrival of the ﬁrst major post-colonial
constitution and the world's largest and arguably most daring democratic
experiment. Apart from greater domestic focus on the Constitution and the
institutional role of the Supreme Court within India's democratic
framework, recent years have also witnessed enormous comparative
interest in India's constitutional experiment. The Oxford Handbook of the
Indian Constitution is a wide-ranging, analytical reﬂection on the major
themes and debates that surround India's Constitution. The Handbook
provides a comprehensive account of the developments and doctrinal
features of India's Constitution, as well as articulating frameworks and
methodological approaches through which studies of Indian
constitutionalism, and constitutionalism more generally, might proceed. Its
contributions range from rigorous, legal studies of provisions within the
text to reﬂections upon historical trends and social practices. As such the
Handbook is an essential reference point not merely for Indian and
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comparative constitutional scholars, but for students of Indian democracy
more generally. Modern Bamboo Structures Proceedings of the First
International Conference CRC Press Bamboo materials are well available in
the world. Bamboo has much shorter maturity than trees, thus can be
harvested with shorter cycles of plantation. Despite the fact that human
society has a long history of using bamboo, there is still a lack of modern
and industrialized application of bamboo materials in construction.
Promoting the application Engineering Circuit Analysis Heavy Metals in
Soils Springer Science & Business Media Heavy metals in soils continue to
receive increasing attention due to the growing scientiﬁc and public
awareness of environmental issues and the development of analytical
techniques to measure their concentrations accurately. Building on the
success and acclaim of the ﬁrst edition, this book continues to provide an
up-to-date, balanced and comprehensive review of the subject in two
sections: the ﬁrst providing an introduction to the metals chemistry,
sources and methods used for their analysis; and the second containing
chapters dealing with individual elements in detail. Plant Chromosome
Engineering Methods and Protocols Humana Press With an increasing
human population and a decreasing amount of arable land, creative
improvements in agriculture will be a necessity in the coming decades to
maintain or improve the standard of living. In Plant Chromosome
Engineering: Methods and Protocols, expert researchers present
techniques for the modiﬁcation of crops and other plant species in order to
achieve the goal of developing the much needed novel approaches to the
production of food, feed, fuel, ﬁber, and pharmaceuticals. This volume
examines vital topics such as transformation procedures, chromosome
painting, production of engineered minichromosomes, gene targeting and
mutagenesis, site speciﬁc integration, gene silencing, protein expression,
chromosome sorting and analysis, protocols for generating chromosomal
rearrangements, enhancer trapping, and means of studying chromosomes
in vivo. As a part of the highly successful Methods in Molecular BiologyTM
series, the methodological chapters include brief introductions to their
respective topics, lists of the necessary materials and reagents, step-bystep, readily reproducible laboratory protocols, and professional tips on
troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls. Authoritative and cuttingedge, Plant Chromosome Engineering: Methods and Protocols highlights
the spectrum of tools currently available for modifying plant genomes and
chromosomes and provides the foundation for crucial future developments.
Research into Design for a Connected World Proceedings of ICoRD 2019
Volume 1 Springer This book showcases cutting-edge research papers from
the 7th International Conference on Research into Design (ICoRD 2019) –
the largest in India in this area – written by eminent researchers from
across the world on design processes, technologies, methods and tools,
and their impact on innovation, for supporting design for a connected
world. The theme of ICoRD‘19 has been “Design for a Connected World”.
While Design traditionally focused on developing products that worked on
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their own, an emerging trend is to have products with a smart layer that
makes them context aware and responsive, individually and collectively,
through collaboration with other physical and digital objects with which
these are connected. The papers in this volume explore these themes, and
their key focus is connectivity: how do products and their development
change in a connected world? The volume will be of interest to researchers,
professionals and entrepreneurs working in the areas on industrial design,
manufacturing, consumer goods, and industrial management who are
interested in the use of emerging technologies such as IOT, IIOT, Digital
Twins, I4.0 etc. as well as new and emerging methods and tools to design
new products, systems and services. Plant-Metal Interactions Springer
Metal toxicity and deﬁciency are both common abiotic problems faced by
plants. While metal contamination around the world is a critical issue, the
bioavailability of some essential metals like zinc (Zn) and selenium (Se) can
be seriously low in other locations. The list of metals spread in high
concentrations in soil, water and air includes several toxic as well as
essential elements, such as arsenic (As), cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr),
aluminum (Al), and selenium (Se). The problems for some metals are
geographically conﬁned, while for others, they are widespread. For
instance, arsenic is an important toxic metalloid whose contamination in
Southeast Asia and other parts of world is well documented. Its threats to
human health via food consumption have generated immense interest in
understanding plants’ responses to arsenic stress. Metals constitute
crucial components of key enzymes and proteins in plants. They are
important for the proper growth and development of plants. In turn, plants
serve as sources of essential elements for humans and animals. Studies of
their physiological eﬀects on plants metabolism have led to the
identiﬁcation of crucial genes and proteins controlling metal uptake and
transport, as well as the sensing and signaling of metal stresses. PlantMetal Interactions sheds light on the latest development and research in
analytical biology with respect to plant physiology. More importantly, it
showcases the positive and negative impacts of metals on crop plants
growth and productivity. Random Maintenance Policies Springer Exploring
random maintenance models, this book provides an introduction to the
implementation of random maintenance, and it is one of the ﬁrst books to
be written on this subject. It aims to help readers learn new techniques for
applying random policies to actual reliability models, and it provides new
theoretical analyses of various models including classical replacement,
preventive maintenance and inspection policies. These policies are applied
to scheduling problems, backup policies of database systems, maintenance
policies of cumulative damage models, and reliability of random redundant
systems. Reliability theory is a major concern for engineers and managers,
and in light of Japan’s recent earthquake, the reliability of large-scale
systems has increased in importance. This also highlights the need for a
new notion of maintenance and reliability theory, and how this can
practically be applied to systems. Providing an essential guide for
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engineers and managers specializing in reliability maintenance and quality
control, this book provides a useful resource for those with doubts carrying
out maintenance of new and large systems. It is also intended for graduate
students and researchers interested in operations research, statistics,
industrial engineering and management science. 1 Questions that can save
your life Diamond Pocket Books Pvt Ltd Before starting any treatment, ask
your doctor the most important question 'What is the evidence that by
taking this treatment, I will be able to increase My life span or improve the
quality of My Life in comparison to not undergoing any treatment? Your
doctor may feel uncomfortable in answering this Question. Nevertheless,
read this book to get evidence-based answers, which may help you in your
decision -making process, and also protect you from being a victim of the
modern health care system. Circuits And Networks: Analysis And Synthesis
Ward Rounds in Clinical Neurology Long and Short Cases Jaypee Brothers
Medical Publishers Presented as a selection of long and short cases, this
book is a practical guide to the diagnosis and management of neurological
disorders and diseases for trainees. Each case is explained in question and
answer format as it would be on clinical ward rounds, with emphasis on
accurate diagnosis based on history taking and clinical ﬁndings. Divided
into seven sections, each featuring several cases, the book covers higher
mental functions/cerebral hemisphere, cranial nerves, spinal cord, ataxia,
peripheral neuropathy, neuromuscular junction disorders, and
extrapyramidal syndrome. The text is further enhanced by clinical images,
diagrams and tables, and concludes with a section of ‘pearls for viva voce
examination’. Key points Practical guide to diagnosis and management of
neurological disorders Presented as a selection of long and short cases,
each in question and answer format Emphasis on accurate diagnosis based
on history taking and clinical ﬁndings Features section of ‘pearls for viva
voce examination’ Electronic Devices and Circuits Emerging Technologies in
Data Mining and Information Security Proceedings of IEMIS 2018, Volume 1
Springer This book features research papers presented at the International
Conference on Emerging Technologies in Data Mining and Information
Security (IEMIS 2018) held at the University of Engineering & Management,
Kolkata, India, on February 23–25, 2018. It comprises high-quality research
work by academicians and industrial experts in the ﬁeld of computing and
communication, including full-length papers, research-in-progress papers,
and case studies related to all the areas of data mining, machine learning,
Internet of Things (IoT) and information security. The Recognition of
Shakntala NYU Press The play Shakuntala was one of the ﬁrst examples of
Indian literature to be read in translation in Europe. Shakuntala's story is a
leitmotiv that recurs in many works of Indian literature and culminates in
the master Kali-dasa's drama for the stage. The virtuous heroine is
forgotten by her betrothed, the king Dushyanta, only to be refound thanks
to a distinguishing signet ring discovered by a ﬁsherman in the belly of one
of his catch. The ﬁnal act distills the essence of human forgiveness, in
Shakuntala's gracious release of her husband from his guilt. Organic Crop
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Production - Ambitions and Limitations Springer Science & Business Media
Many people believe that organic agriculture is a solution for various
problems related to food production. Organic agriculture is supposed to
produce healthier products, does not pollute the environment, improves
the fertility of soils, saves fossil fuels and enables high biodiversity. This
book has been written to provide scientiﬁcally based information on
organic agriculture such as crop yields, food safety, nutrient use eﬃciency,
leaching, long-term sustainability, greenhouse gas emissions and energy
aspects. A number of scientists working with questions related to organic
agriculture were invited to present the most recent research and to
address critical issues. An unbiased selection of literature, facts rather
than standpoints, and scientiﬁcally-based examinations instead of wishful
thinking will help the reader be aware of diﬃculties involved with organic
agriculture. Organic agriculture, which originates from philosophies of
nature, has often outlined key goals to reach long-term sustainability but
practical solutions are lacking. The central tasks of agriculture - to produce
suﬃcient food of high quality without harmful eﬀects on the environment seem to be diﬃcult to achieve through exclusively applying organic
principles ruling out many valuable possibilities and solutions. Network
Analysis and Synthesis Solutions manual The Caraka saṃhitā 1 Question
That Can Save Your Life Diamond Pocket Books Pvt Limited Before starting
any treatment, ask your doctor the most important question 'What is the
evidence that by taking this treatment, I will be able to increase My life
span or improve the quality of My Life in comparison to not undergoing any
treatment? Your doctor may feel uncomfortable in answering this Question.
Nevertheless, read this book to get evidence-based answers, which may
help you in your decision -making process, and also protect you from being
a victim of the modern health care system.
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